Humanitarian Update #59

as of July 14, 2023
UCCA supported a project launched by its member organization - ODFFU – by purchasing 2 field kitchens. These portable kitchens are now being used in Nikopol (Dnipro Oblast). Each Field kitchen can feed up to 100 people at a time.
Within a week these the UCCA-purchased Field Kitchens are feeding our freedom fighters.
A drone pilot at the Training Center in Zhytomyr received one of UCCA’s drone builds. Several students will train at the school with our drones and to then use them in the field.
Laptop Computer

UCCA purchases and delivers a laptop computer to help our defenders of freedom.
UCCA’s partners on the ground continue to convert and adjust the thousands of portable generators donated to UCCA thanks to a very generous anonymous donor.
UCCA continues fulfilling generator requests – delivering to frontline units, rehabilitation centers & to the civilian population.
The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), continues to do all that it can to provide direct relief in the form of humanitarian & medical aid and non-lethal military assistance to help alleviate the challenges Ukraine continues to face due to the aggressor’s unprovoked genocidal war.

**This is a critically important time for Ukraine.**

As Ukraine methodically launches its counteroffensive, the UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support. Ukraine must win against Russia and reestablish full control over its 1991 internationally recognized borders, for peace and security to return to Europe.

_UCCA earned a 2023 *Platinum Seal of Transparency*, the highest award from the charity rating organization Candid. Formerly known as Guidestar, Candid is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. Out of all non-profits registered in the United States, only roughly 6% receive the Platinum level of transparency._